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DINING/DRINKING
The Mouth

By Nanci Tangeman

A French fantasy
Le Fournil de Sébastien
Olympiaplein 119, 672 4211
Open Mon-Sat 07.00-19.00
Cash, Pin
It’s an addiction. I like to think of it as
culinary, but it probably isn’t completely innocent.
It all starts when, after a long
absence from Amsterdam, I walk by a
window on my street and stop cold.
There, in full view of passers-by, is a
handful of handsome men doing what
handsome men do best—kneading
dough. I ask around and ﬁnd that I’m
not the ﬁrst girl on the block to make
this discovery. There are more ladies
taking morning walks around
Olympiaplein. And many more baked
goods being eaten in my neighbourhood.
Not just any baked goods: French
baked goods. All thanks to Le Fournil
de Sébastien.
At first, I adjust my own route a
bit—passing the window only on the days when I think about it.
Soon I’m observing them every day, radiant in their pressed white
uniforms. One morning their hands deep in dough; the next,
nestling slices of chocolate into uncooked pain au chocolat and
rolling them over and over and over...
After a few months of gawking, I make a dicision: I need to get
some of that!
The ﬁrst day I enter the bakery, I’m tongue-tied. Here stands
one of the window men, asking for my order. I stammer and order a
croissant (€1.00), the only thing I can pronounce. ‘Anything else?’
My burning cheeks remind me to bring something back to my partner-in-all-things-marital. I order a bite-size pear tart (€2.20) and

hurry out with my purchases.
Back home, I tear off a piece of
croissant, a golden fragment of delicate
pastry. Inside, it’s buttery. Not a shout,
like the Dutch imitators, but a gentle
whisper, a reassurance that butter is
here. No need for jam. That would only
cheapen the experience.
I give the pear tart to Partner. Guilt
practically wafts out of the bag when I
hand it to him. He pronounces it sweet
and much too petit.
The next morning I return. Partner
gets another guilt offering—a pain au
chocolat (€1.05). Sweet but not too ﬂaky
(the perfect addiction). I try the briochette a l’orange (€1.20). Topped with
granules of pearl sugar and ﬁlled with a
subtle orange cream, the small brioche
is chewy and soft.
A few hours later, I’m back for
more. My takeaway sandwich (€4.20)
has fresh tomatoes and basil, with mozzarella cheese that’s been marinated
overnight in garlic, all caught inside a
mini loaf of the bakery’s cigalou. Black
and green olives dot the bread. Like any
romance, the loaf doesn’t give itself
over to me right away, but it resists just the right amount. The
ﬂavours are more Sud de France than Amsterdam Zuid. Partner has
the l’Auvergnat with Parma ham and Salers cheese from the mountains of Auvergne (€4.20). The fresh baguette is spread with French
salted butter and a conﬁt of roasted tomatoes. The saltiness is
pleasant and balanced.
My curiosity is satisﬁed. My appetite is sated. But, not surprisingly, my addiction is stronger than before. I know that abstinence
is unacceptable. The only possibility is to give in to the craving—
and add another lap around the Olympiaplein every morning. The
way I’m feeling about Le Fournil de Sebastien, I’m going to need
the exercise.
___

‘No need for jam.
That would only cheapen the
experience.’

A night in the life...

By Sarah Gehrke

General dogsbodies
Proef
Overtoom 160-162
Open Sun, Tues-Thur 16.00-1.00, Mon
18.00-1.00, Fri, Sat 16.00-3.00
Cash, Pin
‘Please!’ says the guy who has just
entered Proef on his way from terrace to
toilet. ‘Help me hate him... I really wanted to hate him. But now I’ve seen him for
the ﬁrst time, and I can’t! He’s too cute!’
He’s talking to his friend, who’s making
his journey in reverse. ‘You don’t need to
hate him,’ replies the friend, ‘just because
he cost twenty-ﬁve hundred euros.’
They’re talking, as it turns out, about
their friend’s new dog, presented to the
rest of the world on this very night.
The dog in question is lying innocently underneath a table outside—
motionless, on his side, as if he’d just
been shot. Apart from the fact that he’s
dead-looking, he is indeed very cute.
From his proud owner, we learn that
he’s an English bulldog. From the owner’s jealous friends, we learn that he’s
lying in his own pee. But soon, the conversation will shift in all sorts of other
directions—planned vacations, work.
It is a lukewarm Wednesday night,
and the mood on the Proef terrace is jolly and summery. Proef is one of the

Beer price: €2.20 for a vaasje (Brand).
Emergency food: several sorts of sophisticated kroketversions and other snacks, served until as late as
midnight.
Special interior feature: pictures of Nina Hagen record
covers and other arty stuff on the walls.
Predominant shoe type: expensive trainers. And
Birkenstocks (the fashion sort).
Typically ordered drink: rosetje
Smoking situation: the benches on the Overtoom pavement provide sufficient seating for all the smokers present.
Tune of the night: The Girl from Ipanema, in a lyricless
easy-jazz version (performed live).
Mingling factor: low (unless you have a dog with you).
State of toilets near closing time: broken. But this
seemed more like an exception than like the rule.

many cafe/bar/restaurants that Overtoom is full of. In fact, the only thing that
Overtoom is fuller of than cafe/bar/
restaurant things is people who frequent them, and so the benches are
ﬁlled with happy, wine-drinking people.
(This is a wine kind of night, as well as a
winey-kind of place—although Proef
seems to try to discourage this. Not only
have they got over twenty beers on tap,
their wine glasses are also exceptionally
ugly.) In addition to the many fancy
beers they serve here, special features
of this bar include quiz nights every
Monday, live jazz every Sunday—and, it
turns out, the occasional Wednesday as
well—and extraordinarily nice bar staff.
They manage to stay friendly even when
they have to clear the terrace of those
who subtly refuse to leave.
Because now it’s getting late. The
dog has been walked home long ago. It’s
time for the rest of us to leave as well.
The barman, thankfully, isn’t too hectic
in throwing everyone off his benches.
While he cleans up the part of the terrace that’s already been vacated, he
draws attention, in a friendly way, to a
bar around the corner, which is open
late. ‘Not tonight,’ however, is the general tenor. Tonight, after all, was a wine
kind of night. Nameless late bars around
the corner don’t ﬁt in with that kind of
night. But don’t worry, bar around the
corner: your time will come.
___

